
Let’s get started: First-ever mentoring event for Nutrition Epidemiology RIS 
was held at EB 2014, following the Nutrition Epidemiology RIS business meeting, in San Diego.  
This event was coordinated by Naman Ahluwalia and facilitated by Nour Makarem, Shilpa 
Bhupathiraju, and Shilva Shivani. Niyati Parekh and Joann McDermid contributed input in 
building the event as well.  

Thanks to the distinguished mentors from academia, industry, and the federal government -  
Roberto Flores, Paul Jacques, Nate Matusheski, Holly Nicastro, Catherine Ross, Lisa Troy, 
Katie Tucker, and Youfa Wang - for sharing their time, energy, personal paths and insights 
with the participants.  

Mentors provided “insider” tips including: What worked for them? What turned things around 
for them? What is (an/are) absolute(s) to make it – be successful in today’s world as a graduate 
or postgraduate trainee and to have successful and satisfying careers. Distinguished mentors 
interacted during and after the event with participants and answered their specific questions. It 
was an evening of sharing rich, personal journeys and inspiring to all. A summary of mentoring 
tips from this event are provided below. 

We hope to organize similar events in the future and look forward to your feedback by (email Dr 
Shivani Sahni: ShivaniSahni@hsl.harvard.edu) and seeing you at our business meeting and 
related events next EB 2015 in Boston! 

Tips from Mentoring Event: “Let’s get started” at EB, San Diego, 2014 
 
1. Follow you passion  

• Don’t be afraid and be open to new learning opportunities 
• You can change tracks (family reasons, passion/deep interest in a new area, need to 

develop another strength) through training  
• Be true, objective and flexible in the path you follow 
• Move (or be prepared to move) periodically for a fresh perspective, opportunity to 

retrain, sharpen skills in other directions 
• Remember that if someone else is doing it, you can do it too (Q to ask: do you want to go 

in that direction? If yes, then do it) 
• There is plenty of room to study what you love in the context of nutrition 

 
2. Continued learning/ training 

• Always think of your long-term trajectory 
• Learn informally via collaborations or team members (volunteer to assist/write papers) 
• Formally via courses, degrees 
• Fellowships and internships (short, even if unremunerated, in the long run will pay off) 
• Have an interdisciplinary approach; consider double major for a well-rounded resume 

(different skills, experiences) 
• Efficiency, commitment, multi-tasking: Must fulfill commitments then seek other 

interests/ training avenues 
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3. Working with mentors 

• Find “good” mentors early: Who you work with matters. 
• Continue to seek and nurture mentoring relationships (formal/informal mentoring) 

throughout training and career 
• Seek multiple mentors (primary and secondary): have a mentoring team for different 

perspectives 
• Make your expectations explicit to your mentors (and when seeking jobs); discuss these 

upfront with mentors/ potential employers 
• Be forthright, if want to change, be open 
• Start publishing (planning to publish) your work early in your graduate training (takes 

time, and gives you an early start) 
• Learn the art of “story telling” for papers, presentations, grants and seeking jobs  

 
4. Networking and jobs search  

• Don’t be shy and build your connections/network at meetings (approach people) 
• Ask “good” questions at posters/sessions – folks will remember you 
• Represent yourself well (be positive and believe in yourself and your work) 
• Prepare a 2-minute elevator speech highlighting your research interests 
• At meetings sit with new people (at a table, meeting opportunity) 
• Get introduced to potential mentors or employers via your mentor(s) or colleagues 
• Set up a meeting with potential mentors/employers at a professional meeting by sending 

email prior to meeting with your interest, CV  
• When contacting potential employers:  

a. Research their work, make a connection (how it fits your training or vice versa) 
and then contact and follow-up. 

b. Make your application stand out (too many paper applications/emails) by taking 
an extra step such as making an appointment to talk on the phone or in person. EB 
can be great opportunity to meet folks whose work you are interested in (Set up 
meetings in advance with them) 

c. Career fairs are good – industry as well as academia hire from EB fair; also good 
for getting postdocs, so try this. If nothing you will build your network, and they 
will come back to you when you are ready or they have a more aligned position 
for you. 


